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We study URu2�xFexSi2, in which two types of staggered phases compete at low temperature as
the iron concentration x is varied: the non-magnetic ‘hidden order’ (HO) phase below the critical
concentration xc, and unconventional antiferromagnetic (AF) phase above xc. By using polarization
resolved Raman spectroscopy, we detect a collective mode of pseudovector-like A2g symmetry which
energy continuously evolves with increasing x: monotonically decreases in the HO phase, until
vanishes at x = xc, and then reappears with increasing energy in the AF phase. The mode’s
evolution provides direct evidence for unified order parameter for both non-magnetic and magnetic
phases arising from the orbital degrees-of-freedom of the uranium-5f electrons.

URu2Si2 holds long-standing interest in the strongly10

correlated electron community due to several emergent11

types of long range orders it exhibits. Below the sec-12

ond order phase transition temperature TDW (x), two13

density-wave-like phases involving long range ordering of14

the uranium-5f electrons compete when a critical param-15

eter x is tuned [1], where x can be chemical substituent16

concentration [2, 3], pressure [4, 5] or magnetic field [6, 7].17

At x < xc, the system settles in the enigmatic ‘hidden or-18

der’ (HO) phase [8–10], which transforms into an uncon-19

ventional large moment antiferromagnetic (LMAF) phase20

through a first order transition for x > xc. Below 1.5K, a21

superconducting state, which likely breaks time reversal22

symmetry [11], emerges from the HO phase.23

Recently, much e↵ort has been dedicated towards un-24

raveling the order parameter of the HO phase through25

several newly developed experimental and theoretical26

techniques [11–16]. In particular, the symmetry analysis27

of the low temperature Raman scattering data implies28

that the reflection symmetries of tetragonal D4h point29

group (No. 139 I4/mmm) associated with the paramag-30

netic (PM) state are broken, and that a chirality density31

wave emerges as the HO ground state [17].3233

The HO and LMAF phases are known to exhibit ‘adi-34

abatic continuity’ [21], i.e., both phases possess similar35

electronic properties [2, 22], and the Fermi surface prac-36

tically shows no change across the phase boundary [21].37

Furthermore, inelastic neutron scattering observed a dis-38

persive collective excitation in the HO phase [5, 23] and39

recently in the LMAF phase of pressurized URu2Si2 [24].40

This raises the intriguing question of the symmetry re-41

lation between the two phases. However, experimental42

progress is hindered due to inherent constraints of low43

temperature pressurized experiments.44

The availability of URu2�xFexSi2 crystals [2, 3] made45

it possible to perform high-resolution spectroscopic ex-46

periments at low temperature and ambient pressure in47

both the HO and LMAF phases. Iron substitution48

mimics the e↵ect of applying small pressure or in-plane49

stress on the URu2Si2 lattice, and the iron (Fe) con-50

centration, x, can be approximately treated as an ef-51

fective ‘chemical pressure’ [2]. Recently, the phase di-52

gram of URu2�xFexSi2 single crystals have been deter-53

mined [1, 3, 18, 25, 26], which resembles the low pres-54

sure phase diagram of pristine URu2Si2 [4, 16] [Fig. 1(a)].55

The inelastic neutron scattering measurements again il-56

lustrate the analogies of the LMAF phase to the HO57

phase [26, 27], albeit di↵erences remain relating to the58

existence of the resonance in the LMAF state of pressur-59

ized [24, 27] or Fe-substituted crystals [26].60

In this Letter, we study the dynamical fluctuations be-61

tween the competing non-magnetic HO and the time-62

reversal-symmetry breaking LMAF ground states in63

URu2�xFexSi2 as a function of x using polarization re-64

solved Raman spectroscopy [28]. Albeit the distinct dis-65

crete symmetries are broken above and below the critical66

concentration xc, we detect a collective mode continu-67

ously evolving with parameter x in the pseudovector-like68

A2g symmetry channel. In the HO phase, the mode en-69

ergy decreases as x is increased, disappearing at the crit-70

ical Fe concentration xc. In the LMAF phase, the col-71

lective mode again emerges in the same A2g symmetry72

channel with the energy increasing with x. The contin-73

ues transformation of this collective excitation, a photo-74

induced transition between the HO and LMAF electronic75

phases, provides direct experimental evidence for an uni-76

fied order parameter for both non-magnetic and magnetic77

phases arising from the orbital degree of freedom of the78

uranium-5f electrons.79

The polarized Raman spectra were acquired in a80

quasi-backscattering geometry from the ab surface of81

URu2�xFexSi2 single crystals grown by the Czochralski82

method [28]. We use 752.5 nm line of a Kr+ laser for83

excitation. The scattered light was analyzed by a cus-84
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) The upper panel shows the phase diagram of URu2Si2 system, where the black lines show the phase
boundaries. The measurements on the iron substituted URu2�xFexSi2 crystals from neutron di↵raction [18] (blue triangle),
electrical resistivity [2] (green square), magnetic susceptibility [2] (purple triangle) and heat capacity [3] (yellow diamond), are
overlaid with the neutron di↵raction results for URu2Si2 under hydrostatic pressure [4] (open square) to show the similarity
between the two tuning parameters. The lower panel shows the dependence of the A2g collective mode energy on the Fe
concentration, x [Fig. 2]. At the critical concentration, x = 0.1, the mode maximum is below the accessible energy cuto↵.
Therefore, the data point is placed at zero energy, with the error bar reflecting the instrumental cuto↵. (b)-(g) Schematics of
the Ginzburg-Landau free energy in Eq. 1 at various special points in the phase diagram (solid gray circles in (a)).  HO and
 AF are the real and imaginary part of the hexadecapole order parameter, respectively [19, 20].

tom triple-grating spectrometer. The laser spot size on85

the sample is roughly 50 ⇥ 100µm2. The power on the86

sample is about 12mW for most temperatures, and kept87

below 6mW to achieve the lowest temperatures.88

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the89

Raman response in the eminent A2g symmetry chan-90

nel of the D4h group, which transforms as a pseudo-91

vector [29]. The upper panels show the intensity plots of92

the low energy Raman response �00
A2g(!, T ) below 30K.93

Above TDW (x), a quasi-elastic peak (QEP) comprises94

most of the spectral weight for all samples, narrowing to-95

wards the transition. The observed QEP originates from96

overdamped excitations between quasi-degenerate crys-97

tal field states [17, 19], and the narrowing of the QEP98

with cooling is due to the increase of excitation lifetime,99

related to the development of a hybridization gap and100

formation of a heavy Fermi liquid [30, 31].101

Below TDW (x), the most significant feature in the A2g102

channel is a sharp collective-mode. The sharpness of this103

resonance suggests the lack of relaxation channels due to104

the opening of an energy gap [1, 30, 32]. In order to see105

the mode’s line-shape more clearly, we plot �00
A2g(!, T )106

for each Fe concentration x in the lower panels, with107

T ⇡ TDW (x)/2. The line-shapes broaden with increasing108

x owing to the inhomogeneity of the local stress field, or109

unsuppressed relaxation channels introduced by doping110

that interact with the collective mode, which may also be111

related to the increasing continuum in the x = 0.15 and112

0.2 spectra. In contrast to the monotonic broadening of113

the line-shape width, the collective mode frequency shows114

non-monotonic behavior as function of x. The mode en-115

ergy against Fe concentration x is shown in the lower116

panel of Fig. 1(a). The energy decreases with increasing117

x in the HO phase, till vanishes below the instrumen-118

tal resolution at x = 0.10, which is close to the HO and119

LMAF phase boundary determined by elastic neutron120

scattering [18] and thermal expansion measurements [3].121

The resonance reappears in the LMAF phase, where the122

energy increases with increasing x. The resonance in the123

LMAF state appears in the same A2g symmetry channel124

as the collective mode in the HO phase.125126

The similarity of the Raman response in the HO and127

LMAF phases encourages us to compare our results with128

the magnetic susceptibility. Figure 3 shows the temper-129

ature dependence of the real part of the static A2g Ra-130

man susceptibility �A2g(0, T ), compared with the c-axis131

magnetic susceptibility �m
c (T ) [3]. While there are dis-132

crepancies around the maxima at about 50–100K, both133

quantities follow the same Curie-Weiss-like temperature134

dependence above 100K, followed by a suppression ap-135

proaching the second order phase transition.136

The comparison between �A2g(0, T ) and �

m
c (T ) has137
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Low temperature Raman response in the A2g symmetry channel, �00
A2g(!, T ) [28]. The upper panels

show intensity plots, where the intensities are color coded in logarithmic scale. The lower panels show the spectra at about
half the transition temperature to emphasize the collective mode, where the error bars represent one standard deviation, and
the red solid lines are guides to the eye. The energies of this mode as function of the Fe concentration x are shown in Fig. 1(a).

been studied within the frame work of a phenomeno-138

logical minimal model [17, 19]. The model is composed139

of two low-laying singlet orbital levels on uranium sites140

as suggested by recent experiment [34], separated by an141

energy scale of !0 = 3meV. These states with pseudo-142

vector-like A2g and full-symmetric A1g symmetries are143

denoted by |A2gi and |A1gi, respectively. At high tem-144

peratures, the crystal field states are quasi-degenerate in145

energy and localized at the uranium f-shells in space. The146

Curie-Weiss-like behavior above 100K in static magnetic-147

[3, 33] and Raman-susceptibilities [17, 35, 36] suggest148

A2g pseudo-vector-like instabilities at low temperature.149

Below about 50K, the Kondo screening begins setting150

in [16, 30, 32, 33, 37] and the correlation length of the151

HO [38] or LMAF [4, 39] phase builds at the ordering152

vector Q0 = (0, 0, 1): therefore both the magnetic and153

Raman uniform susceptibilities start to decrease [Fig. 3].154

Close to the transition temperature, both the HO and155

LMAF order parameters fluctuate regardless of the low156

temperature ordering [Fig. 1(b)-(d)]. However, the static157

magnetic susceptibility at Q0 diverges only across the158

PM–LMAF phase transition [4, 18], whereas it becomes159

‘near critical’ from PM–HO phase [38]. Thus, HO is160

a non-magnetic transition, but there is the ‘ghost’ of161

LMAF present as shown in Fig. 1(b). Here, we find that162

the temperature dependencies of the static A2g Raman163

susceptibility �A2g(0, T ) are similar and track �m
c (T ) in164

all measured samples, suggesting that the minimal model165

is applicable for the studied Fe substituted crystals.166167

We now discuss the origin and the observed doping168

dependence of the collective mode in the ordered phases169

within a phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau approach.170

Within the minimal model, the two order parameters171

can be constructed from |A2gi and |A1gi [19]. The HO172

phase was explained as the state in which the two lev-173

els mix, resulting in a lower symmetry point group on174

uranium site, which breaks all vertical and diagonal re-175

flection symmetry planes, and thus acquires left- and176

right-handedness. [17, 19] The staggering of left and right177

handedness solutions on the lattice gives rise to the chi-178

rality density wave [17] [Fig. 4(a)]. In the HO phase,179

the staggered condensate can be approximated by a form180

| HOi =
Y

r=A site

|HO+
r i ⇥

Y

r=B site

|HO�
r i. Note that181

|HO±
r i at uranium site r is dominantly |A2gi, with small182

admixture of |A1gi, i.e., |HO±i = cos ✓ |A2gi±sin ✓ |A1gi.183

In the HO the orbital mixing is purely real. If, how-184

ever the mixing is purely imaginary, the charge distribu-185

tion on the uranium site does not break any spatial sym-186

metry, instead, it acquires non-zero out-of-plane mag-187

netic moments, and thereby breaks time reversal sym-188

metry. The Néel-type condensate [Fig. 4(b)] takes the189

form | AF i =
Y

r=A site

|AF+
r i ⇥

Y

r=B site

|AF�
r i, where190

|AF±i = cos ✓0 |A1gi ± i sin ✓0 |A2gi [19]. The two ap-191

parently competing orders, the chirality density wave and192

the antiferromagnetic state, are both constructed by mix-193

ing the two orbital wave functions on uranium sites with194

a real or an imaginary phase factor, sin ✓ or i sin ✓0, thus195

unifying the two order parameters.196

The Ginzburg-Landau free energy can then be con-197

structed from the two component order parameter  T ⌘198 �
 HO  AF

�
, where the order parameters correspond199

to the two condensates | HOi and | AF i defined above.200
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The static Raman susceptibility in the
A2g symmetry channel (open squares) �A2g(0, T ), compared
with the magnetic susceptibility with field applied along the
c-axis [3] (solid line).

The free energy takes the form201

F [ ] =  T
Â + �

�
 T 

�2
+ �

�
 T

�̂1 
�2

(1)

where Â ⌘
✓
↵HO 0
0 ↵AF

◆
, with ↵HO and ↵AF vanish at202

the critical temperature. �̂1 ⌘
✓
0 1
1 0

◆
is the Pauli ma-203

trix. � controls a finite barrier between the two minima204

in Fig.1e-g, hence ensures phase separation between the205

HO and LMAF phases [39]. The free energy parame-206

ters are introduced following the recipes given in Haule207

and Kotliar [20, 40] with adjustments to match the phase208

diagram in Fig. 1(a) [28].209

The Ginzburg-Landau free energy in two dimensional210

space of  HO and  AF is shown in Fig. 1(b)-(g). Be-211

low the second-order phase transition, two global and212

two local minima develop on  HO and  AF axes due to213

spontaneous discrete symmetry breaking, where the min-214

ima characterize the ground states in the HO and LMAF215

phases, respectively.216

At the critical doping [Fig. 1(f)], the four minima are217

degenerate, but the barrier between the minima remains218

a 

b 

The “hidden order” phase 

The antiferromagnetic phase 

FIG. 4. (Color online) The crystal structure of
URu2�xFexSi2 in (a) the HO and (b) the LMAF phases. Illus-
trations capturing the symmetries of the charge distributions
of the ground state wave functions are placed at the uranium
atomic sites. On the right are illustrations showing the in-
plane structures of the wave functions. In the HO phase,
the crystal field state with the lowest energy has A2g symme-
try with 8 nodal lines, |A2gi, which mixes with the first ex-
cited state with A1g symmetry, |A1gi, to form the local wave
functions in the HO phase, |HO±i ⇡ cos ✓ |A2gi± sin ✓ |A1gi.
In the LMAF phase, the ordering of the crystal field states
switches, and the new wave functions in the LMAF phase are,
|AF±i ⇡ cos ✓0 |A1gi ± i sin ✓0 |A2gi. Here, ✓ ⌘ arcsin(V/!0)
and ✓

0 ⌘ arcsin(V 0
/!0), respectively. !0 is the splitting

between the lowest lying crystal field states in the minimal
model. V and V

0 are the order parameter strength in the HO
and LMAF phases, respectively.

finite due to a � term in Ginzburg-Landau functional.219

Therefore the transition between HO and LMAF phases220

is of the first order, and the coexistence of both phases221

is allowed, explaining the LMAF puddles that have been222

observed in the HO phase [41, 42].223

The energy separation between the dominant long224

range order (e.g., | HOi) and the sub-dominant order225

(e.g., | AF i) is vanishingly small at the critical Fe con-226

centration, and even away from this point can be smaller227

than the size of the gap. The exciton of subdominant228

symmetry (e.g., | AF i) can form in the gap, which then229

propagates through the order of the dominant symme-230

try (e.g., | HOi). Likewise, when the ground state is of231

| AF i, the propagating exciton is of | HOi symmetry.232

The symmetry di↵erence between the two condensates is233

A2g-like, hence such exciton can be detected by Raman234

in the A2g channel, and explains the sharp resonance235
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shown in Fig. 2. It is clear from this discussion that236

the energy of the resonance vanishes at the critical Fe237

concentration, and is linearly increasing away from the238

critical point. For superconductors, such an excitation239

is known as the Bardasis-Schrie↵er mode, characteriz-240

ing the transition between two competing Cooper pairing241

channels [43].242

More generally, the uranium 5f orbitals in solids can243

arrange in surprising types of orders, including orders244

with broken chirality or time reversal symmetry. While245

such orders are competing for the same phase space in246

URu2Si2, they are also subtly connected and were here247

unified into a common order parameter, which can be248

switched with small energy cost. The low energy excita-249

tions are usually Goldstone modes, but here we detected250

a new type of excitation, which connects two types of251

long range order, and is observed as a resonance by light252

scattering. The resonance brings light to a long-standing253

problem of emergent phases of exotic local orbital self-254

organization and their interrelation.255
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